Acute Hepatitis Caused by Green Tea Infusion: A Case Report
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Abstract

The green tea is obtained by an unfermented process of leaves of Camellia sinensis and the main chemical components are polyphenols, particularly epigallocatechin-3-galate and epicatechin-3-galate that could be associated to adverse hepatic reactions. We present a case of acute hepatitis caused by the use of green tea. A 62-year-old woman was hospitalized because of the persistent high levels of liver function tests. After the hospitalization a lot of instrumental exams and blood checks were performed. The search of metallic elements in the used green tea infusions was performed using an inductively coupled-plasma mass spectrometry; high performance liquid chromatography-electro spray ionization-mass spectrometry analysis was done to characterize the metabolite profiles of the infusions of green tea. The blood check showed in particular alanine aminotransferase (780 U/L) and total bilirubin (1.15 mg/dL) levels abnormal. The abdominal echography and other blood parameters were normal, but liver biopsy described a “drug toxic damage”. Every day over the previous 9 months the patient drank two or three cups of several brands of green tea infusions and she stopped this behavior when abdominal pain was persistent. Her medical history didn’t report the use of other drugs or toxic products. After four months of stopping the use of green tea infusions, the liver function tests were normalized. The presence of metallic elements in tea infusion cannot justify the observed liver toxicity in our patient. Instead, the highest levels of epigallo catechin methyl gallate derived from epigallocatechin-3-gallate observed in one of the samples consumed by the patient, arise a possible correlation between some of the catechins in green tea and the hepatotoxic effect. It is conceivable that the mechanism of damage can be idiosyncratic-metabolic or allergic.
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Introduction

The consumption of tea originated in China and Southeast Asia thousands of years ago and was thereafter introduced progressively all around the world. Tea is obtained from the leaves of Camellia sinensis. Its composition varies with climate, season, horticultural practices, variety and age of the plant, and manner in which the leaves have been processed [1]. The green tea is obtained by an unfermented process and the main chemical components of this type of tea are polyphenols, of which the main ones are catechins, mainly epigallocatechin-3-gallate (EGCG, 5-12%) and epicatechin-3-gallate (ECG, 1-5%) [1]. The green tea is consumed both as a herbal supplement in tablets and as infuse using the “classic sachets” or directly with the dried leaves. Some studies have shown the potential health benefits associated with green tea consumption (e.g. reduction of risk of cardiovascular diseases and cancer) and these effects has been in part attributed to EGCG. But in the literature there are also several reports of adverse hepatic reaction associated to the green tea consumption [1,2].

We present a case of a hepatic damage in a patient that consumed daily green tea infusion, we reported also the results of analysis of polyphenols and metallic elements in the used products.

Case report

A 62-year-old woman went to the First Aid Unit at G.B. Rossi University Polyclinic of Verona for the worsening of abdominal pain and nausea started two months before. She had no vomiting, diarrhea or fever. In this contest, the blood check showed alanine aminotransferase (ALT) level 780 U/L (reference range 6-40 U/L) and total bilirubin level 1.15 mg/dL (reference range 0.20-1.10 mg/dL). The abdominal echography didn’t show pathological elements and other blood parameters were in the normal range. The patient’s medical history didn’t report anything relevant: tonsillectomy at 6 years old, appendectomy at 16 years old, cholecystectomy performed 30 years ago, two natural childbirths and hypercholesterolemia in diet therapy. She didn’t use any drugs. The woman was discharged from First Aid with the advice to repeat the blood check. After ten days, her serum ALT level was 621 U/L, serum alkaline phosphatase (ALP) level was 114 U/L (normal range 30-130 U/L), serum gamma glutamyl transferase (GGT) level was 110 U/L (normal range less than 33 U/L), ferritin level was 1011 μg/L (normal range 30-250 μg/L), serum iron level was 189 μg/dL (normal range 37-145 μg/dL) and markers for HBV and HCV were negative. After a month from admission at First Aid, she was hospitalized because of the persistent high levels of liver function tests. During the hospitalization these exams were performed: abdominal echography was negative, serum ALT 365 U/L, AST 178 U/L (reference range 6-44 U/L), ALP 113 U/L, GGT 109 U/L, total bilirubin 1.41 mg/dL, ferritin 939 μg/L, serum iron 218 μg/dL, and non organ-specific autoantibodies (ANA, ENA, ASMA, AMA, LKM) were negative. A detailed history revealed that the patient drank two or three cups of green tea infusion every day over the previous 9 months and
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she stopped this habit when abdominal pain was persistent. The brands of green tea were of several types. She denied the use of other drugs or products (e.g. wine, herbal or narcotic products). Thanks to the clinical improvement the patient was discharged after twelve hospitalization days. The liver biopsy performed in the patient showed a "drug toxic damage", characterized by a hepatocellular confluent necrosis in zone 3 of hepatic acinus in perivenular area.

After four months of stopping the use of green tea infusions, the liver function tests were normalized and ferritin was reduced: ALT 26 U/L, AST 28 U/L, GGT 26 U/L, total bilirubin 0.68 mg/dL, ferritin 324 μg/dL, serum iron 161 μg/dL (Figure 1 for ALT trend).

After the hospitalization the presence of metallic elements and catechins in the different brands of green tea consumed by the patient was performed using appropriated techniques.

Methods and Results of Metallic Elements Analysis

The concentrations of the following metallic elements: aluminium (Al), antimony (Sb), arsenic (As), barium (Ba), cadmium (Cd), chromium (Cr), cobalt (Co), copper (Cu), iron (Fe), lead (Pb), lithium (Li), manganese (Mn), mercury (Hg), molybdenum (Mo), nickel (Ni), rubidium (Rb) selenium (Se), strontium (Sr), thallium (Tl) and zinc (Zn), was evaluated by inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry (ICP-MS). This is one of the most sensitive analytical techniques for single element measurement in biological and non biological matrices and enables rapid multi-element determinations. In addition it is one of the few analytical technique for isotopic analysis of elements [3-5]. ICP-MS is the combination of an inductively coupled plasma with a quadrupole mass spectrometer, which, similarly to monochromator in AAS or ICP-AES systems, separates ions according to their mass-to-charge ratio. Samples have been prepared from four batches of green tea used by the patient. Commercial water was used to obtained tea infusions; so the concentration of metallic elements was also determined in this water. Samples underwent ICP-MS analysis on a Perkin Elmer ELAN DRC II instrument (Perkin Elmer Sciex, Woodbridge, ON, Canada) using the analytical technique total quant with external calibration. For each sample, two runs were performed (two replicates each), with and without dynamic reaction cell (DRC) [6]. The coefficients of variation ranged from 4 to 8% among series and from 6 to 12% between series. The instrument was calibrated using standard solution at a concentration of 10 μg/L (Multielement ICP-MS Calibration Standard 3, Matrix per Volume: 5% HNO3 per 100 mL, Perkin Elmer Plus).

The concentrations of the metallic elements in tea samples are shown in Table 1. Our results showed that the concentration of metallic elements in the drinkable water are low, anyway within the Italian decree recommended limit values (D.Lgs. Governo n°31 02/02/01). Furthermore it can been seen the concentrations of some metallic elements (Al, Pb, Mn, Ni, Rb, Sr, Zn) in the tea samples are much higher than the concentrations of the same metallic elements in the water used for tea infusions.

Detection and Results of Catechin Analysis

Green tea infusions have been prepared from four batches of green tea used by the patient plus other additional 3 batches purchased from the local market, pouring 50 ml of hot water (80°C) on 0.5 mg of tea leaves; after 5 minutes the infusions were centrifuged for 10 min at 16,000g at 4°C and filtered through 0.2 μm pore filters. The Figure 2 shows the different amount of polyphenols of the green tea consumed by the patient, in particular it shows a major amount of acid gallic catechins, especially the EGCg (red peak).

The metabolite profiles of the extracts were obtained by reversed phase high performance liquid chromatography-electro spray ionization-mass spectrometry (HPLC-ESI-MS) with 5 μl of injection volume, as described by Cavallini and collaborators [7]. Metabolites were identified through the comparison of m/z, retention time and fragmentation pattern with those of authentic standards and, when authentic standards were not available, comparing m/z and fragmentation patterns with those reported in the literature. Chromatogram data extraction and alignment were carried out using MZmine software (http://mzmine.sourceforge.net). Epicatechin, quercetin, procoynidin B1 and caffeic acid (Extrasynthese, sas, France) was used as external standards.

For flavan-3-ols, hydroxycinnamic acids, procanidins and other flavonoids quantitation, calibration curves of the above standard compounds were used. Consequently, the flavan-3-ols were quantified as mg of epicatechin equivalents, the procyandin B1 equivalents, coumaric, caffeic and gallic acid as mg of caffeic acid equivalents and the other flavonoids as mg of quercitin equivalents. Since no standards were used for alkaloids, they were expressed as intensity of the correspondent peak area (arbitrary units).

| Sample 1 | Mn  | Al  | Rb  | Zn  | Sr  | Cu  | Ni  | Fe  | Ba  | Pb  | Co  | Li  | Hg  | Cr  | As  | Se  | Ti  | Cd  | Sb  | Mo  |
|----------|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|
| 2626.5   | 1837.5 | 336.4  | 143.0 | 101.4 | 73  | 54.6 | 43.0 | 32.0 | 3.9 | 1.7 | 0.8 | 0.69 | 0.6 | 0.4 | 0.3 | 0.2 | 0.10 | 0.1 | 0.07 |
| Sample 2 | 1032.5 | 1457.5 | 639.4 | 121.0 | 86.4 | 53  | 40.8 | 2.0  | 6.0  | 3.1 | 0.6 | 0.2  | 0.04 | 0.02 | 0.1 | 0.05 | 0.01 | 0.0 | 0.06 |
| Sample 3 | 1530.5 | 1485.8 | 296.4 | 82.0  | 99.4 | 41  | 44.6 | 64.0 | 15.0 | 2.4 | 1.4 | 0.2  | 0.79 | 0.8  | 0.2 | 0.1 | 0.3 | 0.05 | 0.01 |
| Sample 4 | 1530.5 | 654.5  | 488.4 | 87.0  | 98.4 | 18  | 21.6 | 10.0 | 5.0  | 2.1 | 1.1 | 0.3  | 0.19 | 0.0  | 0.0 | 0.2 | 0.4  | 0.05 | 0.0  |
| H2O      | 0.5  | 1.5  | 0.6  | 1.0  | 14.6 | -   | 0.4  | 24.0 | 27.0 | 0.2 | 0.1 | 1.1  | 0.0  | 0.4  | 0.3 | 0.3 | -   | 0.3 | 0.15 |

Table 1: Metallic elements content (μg/L, room temperature) in tea aqueous infusions (net value) and in the water used for infusions.
The HPLC-ESI-MS analysis of the green tea infusions allowed to detect 81 signals, corresponding to 49 metabolites, their fragments and adducts, and 16 unidentified signals [8]. The 49 metabolites included hydroxycinnamic acids (coumaric and caffeic acid derivatives), gallic acid derivatives, flavan-3-ols, procyanidins, other flavonoids and two alkaloids (caffeine and theobromine). The main metabolites are shown in the chromatograms of Figure 3.

The metabolite profiles of the infusions of the four green teas used by the patient were almost totally in line with those of three samples purchased from the markets. No significant differences were observed between the unidentified metabolites between the two groups of samples (not shown). The only remarkable anomaly was the higher levels of the epigallocatechin-methyl-gallate (methylated flavan-3-ol), observed in the sample two, one of those consumed by the patient, compared with all the other samples.

Discussion

Green tea, as many other herbal products, is not adequately tested for its pharmacology, safety and toxicology. In the literature some articles mention how green tea catechins, especially EGCG, are considered to be associated with an anti-cancer, anti-obesity, anti-atherosclerotic and anti-dental caries activity [9-11]; however the benefits of green tea are...
not well established and unclear scientific evidence are still reported for its use in these specific conditions [12,13]. On the other hand tea is the most consumed beverage in the world, aside the water and also green tea has been very marketed during recent years. Its use has increased also on the theoretical basis of its potential health care effects. Consequently to this widespread and increase of use several cases of hepatotoxicity following the consumption of dietary supplements containing green tea have been reported. In April 2003 French and Spain authorities suspended market authorization of Exolise® (Arkopharma, Carros, France), a weight loss supplement containing a green tea extract, following 13 cases (nine in France and four in Spain) of liver damage due to its consumption [14]. The estimated frequency of this adverse effect was, according to Sarma and colleagues, 1 case per 100,000 boxes of Exolise® sold from 1999 to 2003 [15].

In this paper we present a case of a hepatic damage in a patient that consumed daily green tea infusion. The liver biopsy showed a “drug toxic damage”, characterized by a hepatocellular confluent necrosis in zone 3 of hepatic acinus in perivenular area. In our view there are important elements to suggest a probable association between green tea and hepatotoxicity according the Naranjo score [16]:

1. in the literature there are many other similar cases [1,2],
2. the reported hepatotoxic reaction showed a temporal relationship between the use of green tea preparations and the onset of the effects,
3. the reaction has been improved after the withdrawal of the product,
4. non-drug-related causes (viral infections, alcohol and other supplement products) were excluded,
5. in the anamnesis the patient did not report any other concomitant drugs,
6. the presence of the hepatic damage has been confirmed by haematological and instrumental exams.

We also analyzed the composition of the different brands of green tea consumed by the patient, in particular we evaluated the concentrations of metallic elements and catechins.

The main reasons we focalized our analysis on the metallic element’s detection are that some articles have indicated in the green tea consumed by the patient, in particular we evaluated the concentrations of metallic elements and catechins. The predominant green tea catechin (EGCG) was identified as ten times more cytotoxic to isolated rat hepatocytes in vitro than other minor catechins (LD50 91.6 microg/mL for EGCG) [21];

1. high doses of EGCG has been associated with extensive liver necrosis in animals [22,23];
2. in rats the administration of 500 mg/kg per day EGCG for 13 weeks increased bilirubin and decreased fibrinogen, while a single dose of 2000 mg/kg EGCG by the oral route was toxic [24];
3. Goodin and collaborators found that Swiss Webster mice female are more susceptible than males to EGCG toxicity and in our case the patient was a woman [23]. Also in the article of Mazzanti et al. most of the case reports of green tea hepatotoxicity involved woman [1];
4. cytotoxic of EGCG was shown in cultured human hepatic stellate cells [25];
5. Mazzanti et al. performed a literature search of publication between 1999 and October 2008 and found 34 cases of hepatitis. The histological examination of the liver revealed inflammatory reactions, cholestasis, occasional steatosis and necrosis. In two unpublished cases the authors suggest a casual association between green tea and liver probably due to EGCG or its metabolites [1];
6. in a systematic review by the US Pharmacopeia from January 1966 and June 2007 in Pubmed a total of 216 case reports on green tea products were analyzed, including 34 reports concerning liver damage, the same result of Mazzanti and colleagues [1]. The authors in the conclusion presented the hepatotoxic role of EGCG [15].

The mechanism of the hepatic toxicity of green tea is unclear. A study looking into the cytotoxic of green tea extract on rat hepatocytes was unable to understand if EGCG has toxic effects at plasma levels higher than those achieved in human pharmacokinetics studies [22]. Therefore, considering also that the concentration achieved in humans by these metabolites is low, it is conceivable that the mechanism of damage could be idiosyncratic-metallic or immuno-allergic [22,23].

**Conclusion**

A probable hepatic reaction from green tea has been suggested. The hepatotoxicity can be imputed to EGCG and its metabolites, while the metallic elements are not involved. Furthermore considering how genetic factors could be important in modulating susceptibility...
to green tea, a more receptiveness for women may be hypothesised. The mechanism is unclear, however taking into account the low bioavailability of EGCG, an idiosyncratic-metabolic or immunolog allergic cannot be excluded.
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